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Introduction to xKaizen

The name "xKaizen" was derived from the words
"XRPL" and "Kaizen".

"XRPL" or "XRP Ledger" is a decentralized, public
blockchain led by a global developer community.

"Kaizen", on the other hand, is a compound of two
Japanese words that together translate as "good
change" or "improvement." However, Kaizen has
come to mean "continuous improvement" through its
association with lean methodology and principles.
Kaizen has its origins in post-World War II Japanese
quality circles.
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Our Goal

"Building for a better future"

Our Vision

To be a widely-known investment token which aims
to promote financial literacy and give investors an
opportunity to grow their money through incomes
coming from financial activities.

Our Mission

Investing doesn’t need to be complicated. We aim to
provide investors a simple and sustainable way to
earn from financial markets, businesses, and other
financial activities just by holding $XKZN.
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Use Cases

Infinite Passive Income

By holding $XKZN, you are entitled
for our weekly rewards system.

Profits earned from investment and trading activities
shall be distributed to all $XKZN holders. This will
create an endless loop of rewards.

Business Integration

Putting up businesses to increase
cash flows going to the project.

A portion of these cash flows shall be distributed to
the holders of $XKZN as rewards. This will also
include assistance to extraordinary entrepreneurs
with product vision, focused on execution and are
ambitious, to start or grow their businesses.
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Use Cases

Strategic Partnerships

Partnering with other projects and
established businesses to increase
exposure, utilities and income for the
benefit of the investors.

Mobile Application Integration
(TBA)

Utilities of the token can be
accessed using our developed apps.

and more soon!
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Tokenomics

$XKZN has a max fixed supply of 10M tokens.

Rewards
55%

Team
10%

Operations and Development
10%

Community Airdrop
10%

Marketing
10%

Giveaways
5%

Tokens are distributed as follows:
Rewards
Community Airdrop
Marketing
Operations and Development
Giveaways
Team

5,500,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

500,000
1,000,000
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Tokenomics

Profits made from financial trading, investment and
other activities shall be allocated as follows:

Rewards
55%

Reinvestment
15%

Team
10%

Operations and Development
10%

Marketing
10%
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How to Buy?

Here is a step-by-step guide on buying $XKZN and be
entitled to receive weekly rewards!

1. Create a self-custody Ripple wallet through
applications like "Xumm Wallet".

IOS
Android

2. Activate your wallet by depositing 12 XRP (This
includes cost of setting up trust line)

3. Setup $XKZN trust line

4. Go to Sologenic or XRP Toolkit and make sure to
connect your wallet.

5. You can now buy $XKZN at either market price or
limit order.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/xumm-xrp-wallet/id1492302343
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.xrpllabs.xumm&hl=en&gl=US
https://xrpl.services/?issuer=r9adfTxcTeTp1BJQXqtvTvsoK2kr8xYQzR&currency=584B5A4E00000000000000000000000000000000&limit=10000000
https://sologenic.org/trade?market=584B5A4E00000000000000000000000000000000%2Br9adfTxcTeTp1BJQXqtvTvsoK2kr8xYQzR%2FXRP&network=mainnet
https://www.xrptoolkit.com/
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Phase 1
Kick-off (Q4 2022)

Website launch
Whitepaper release
Airdrop Commencement
Rewards Distribution~
ForEx Trading~
CoinMarketCap listing
CoinGecko listing

Phase 2
Sustaining ecosystem (Q1 2023)

Cryptocurrency Trading~
Stock Trading~
Massive Marketing~

Roadmap



Phase 3
Operating in a larger scale (Q2 2023)

Strategic Partnerships~
Business Integration~
Stock Investments~
Cryptocurrency Investments~

Phase 4
More exciting utilities ahead (Q3 2023 onwards)

Centralized Exchange (CEX) listings
Mobile Application Integrations
TBA
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Roadmap



Self-assessment of sophisticated Investors

Investment in the xKaizen project should be
undertaken only by individuals, entities, or companies
that have significant experience with, and
understanding of, the usage and intricacies of
cryptographic tokens. Investors should have functional
understanding of storage and transmission
mechanisms associated with other cryptographic
tokens.

Further investors will undertake self-assessment on
their knowledge and understanding of financial
tradingin particular. Only individuals, entities, or
companies that understand fully the functionalities,
capacities and constrains of the $XKZN should
proceed and invest in the project.
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Price volatility disclaimer

$XKZN do not represent any formal or legally binding
investment.
Cryptographic tokens that possess value in public
markets have demonstrated extreme fluctuations in
price over short periods of time on a regular basis.
Purchasers should be prepared to expect similar
fluctuations. Such fluctuations are the result of supply
and demand forces experienced by token users.

By purchasing $XKZN tokens, users expressly
acknowledge and represent that they fully understand
that the token may experience volatility in pricing and
will not seek to hold the project and its associated
stakeholders liable for any losses or any special,
incidental, or consequential damages arising from, or
in any way connected to, the purchase of $XKZN.
Liability disclaimer
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Disclaimer



Purchasing $XKZN entails a number of risks
concerning its valuation, safekeeping and continuous
access to technical infrastructure. Users expressly
acknowledge and represent that they fully understand
that the token may experience volatility in pricing,
liquidity, technical access, data breaches and will not
seek to hold any of the project or its stakeholders
liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or
consequential damages arising from, or in any way
connected to, the purchase of $XKZN. As such the
project will be held liable for any damages that may
arise from any lawful actions it has undertook. The
lawful actions will be determined based on the
legislation in force and/or any discretionary directions
provided by the authorities/regulators.
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Taxation disclaimer

When purchasing the $XKZN, users acknowledges
that they fully understand that they are solely
responsible for any tax reporting and payment, levies
or similar dues to tax authorities of their respective
jurisdiction. Users will not seek to hold the project and
its stakeholders liable for any losses or any special,
incidental, or consequential damages arising from, or
in any way connected to, the purchase of $XKZN as
far as taxation issues are concerned.

Users acknowledge that they fully understand that the
details of their dealings, accounts and trading history
information will be with the tax and law enforcement
authorities of the jurisdiction that has issued his/her
electronic certificate and/or has issued the user’s
identification.
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Users acknowledge that they fully understand that the
details of their dealings, accounts and trading history
information will be shared by the project with tax and
law enforcement authorities outside the jurisdiction
that has issued their electronic certificates if the
request from the said jurisdiction is made by
competent authority and is connected to a criminal
investigation.
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